The Virtual Desktop
Infrastructure (VDI)
that does work!
50 to 300 virtual desktops on one VDI-Appliance with a 2 to 8 times better
performance than traditional desktops. SAN storage is not required.
Need more virtual desktops? Simply add a VDI-Appliance.
IO is the single most important bottleneck of the traditional VDI architecture. Lots of central
disk storage is required to realize acceptable IO performance. SAN storage is expensive, takes
up space in your data center and consumes a lot of energy. VDI-Appliance from IOdis offers
excellent IO performance thanks to its fast NAND flash technology that replaces disk storage.
One VDI-Appliance easily accommodates up to 300 virtual desktops that are 2 to 8 times faster
than traditional desktops. Additional VDI-Appliances can easily be added to accommodate more
desktops. Simple management, scalability and the absence of SAN reduces cost of ownership

The benefits of VDI-Appliance:
Speed
2 to 8 times fast than
a traditional desktop.
Low cost
From € 108,- per desktop.
No shared disk storage.
Sustainable
Only 4 Watts per virtual desktop.
Require more users?
Simply add a VDI-Appliance.

up to 80% compared to traditional VDI solutions. VDI-Appliance combines very well with your
existing infrastructure.

www.vdi-appliance.com

Referentiecase

Fast
The VDI-Appliance with its NAND Flash technology
instead of traditional SAN storage guarantees users at
least the speed of their physical desktop. Users may
expect their virtual desktop to be even 2 to 8 times
faster than their physical desktop.

Sustainable
Proven server architecture in combination with fast
NAND Flash technology make a high density of desktops
per VDI-Appliance possible. A power consumption of only
4 Watts per virtual desktops gives VDI-Appliance its
sustainability. Apart from the fans VDI-Appliance has
no moving parts.

Low cost
Hardware is integrated in one appliance that does
not need expensive shared storage. It results in low
investment expenses and cost of ownership. System
management is simple as disk storage is only used to
store data.

Simple management
Central management of the desktops in the data center
results in a better security, simple system management,
less vulnerability and low operational costs. The user gets
the same look and feel. VDI-Appliance works well with all
virtualisation software such as VMware View and Citrix
XenDesktop.
Anywhere, any device
Organisations are more flexible and work more efficiently
when people are mobile and have access to their data and
applications anywhere with any device. VDI-Appliance helps
make that possible.
In short...
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Fast

Low cost

Product and prices
MODEL

IO-95

IO-150

IO-250

IO-350

Users*

~50

~100

~140

~300

8

12

16

32

Memory

96GB

160GB

256GB

512GB

SSD storage (gross)**

825GB

1.665GB

1.665GB

1.665GB

4x1/2x10GB

4x1/2x10GB

4x1/2x10GB

2x10GB

1U

1U

1U

2U

Retail price

€ 7.900,-

€ 13.800,-

€ 15.900,-

€ 23.500,-

Price/user

€ 158,-

€ 138,-

€ 113,-

€ 79,-

Processor cores

Network
Server

* Users with an standard image (Windows7 / Office 2010) ** All quantities are gross capacities

Or contact your local reseller
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